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Basel Pillar II risks in Italian banks
Abstract

Basel Pillar II asks banks to identify their specific risk types and to broaden the range of risks managed, in order to
increase the accuracy of risk assessment.
The objective of this paper is to compare the risk type perimeters identified by Italian banks, realizing a breakdown by bank
type (commercial banks, popular banks, cooperative banks) and by bank size. The sample of the research is composed of the
list of all banks operating in the Italian financial system (excluding the branches of foreign banks and very small banks).
In particular, the paper aims at providing answers to the following research questions: (1) What is the number/type of
Pillar II risks managed by banks? (2) Which are the measurement methods used for estimating Pillar II risks?
The answers to these questions are looked for in the online documentation from the banks included in the sample. The
methodology used in the paper is based on the content analysis of the latest Pillar III Disclosure reports.
The paper aims at enhancing the literature on Pillar II risks with an empirical survey of the current implementation of
the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes in Italian banks.
The expected result is a different recognition of risks implicit in existing banking assets and liabilities, according to the
type and to the size of banks. In particular, the measurement methods for Pillar II risks (quantitative vs. qualitative) are
expected to be unlike in every way among Italian banks.
Keywords: banking risks, Basel III, Pillar II, capital requirements.
JEL Classification: G21, G28, G32.

Introduction 
Recent years have seen a pronounced evolution in
the systems and processes for managing the more
traditional risks surrounding financial intermediation and the simultaneous expansion of the risk categories overseen by the banks (Allen and Santomero, 2001; Gup and Kolari, 2005; Thoraval, 2006;
Hull, 2007; Bessis, 2011). This trend can be attributed to various causal factors, including:
i technological developments and the increasing importance of investment in information
and IT systems in the banking industry (Panagiotis, 2012);
i increased consolidation and competition within
the banking system (Yildirim and Philippatos,
2007);
i evolution in the nature of activity performed by
financial institutions (Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga, 2010);
i theoretical and applied development of risk
management tools (Bessis, 2011);
i changes in national and international supervision regulations (BCBS, 2009; BCBS, 2010).
With reference to this last point, it was in the ‘New
Capital Adequacy Framework’ published by the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision in June
1999, that the introduction of a new supervisory tool
was announced for the first time: the Supervisory
Review Process (SRP). This provided for the availability within financial institutions of adequate capi Federica Ielasi, 2012.

tal and control systems to face all material risks,
taking into account the specific activity performed,
the strategies followed and the relevant operating
sector (BCBS, 2009).
In terms of the Supervisory Review Process, the first
action demanded of the banks was self-diagnosis of
their risk profile (FSC, 2007). Each financial institution had to define, completely independently, the specific risk perimeter that applied to their organization,
both at the time and prospectively ‘Risk Map’ and,
based on this, estimate an adequate internal capital to
set against those risks (Linsley and Shrives, 2005).
In 2008, the General Manager for Credit and Financial Supervision of the Bank of Italy stated that the
Supervisory Review Process would constitute the
core of banking management and supervision in the
years to come. Five years after this statement, this
study aimed to verify the state of the art of the Italian financial system in terms of identification and
measurement of risks other than Pillar I risks.
Among these so-called Pillar II risks, the Bank of
Italy included (Bank of Italy, 2006):
i concentration risk: risk deriving from exposure
to counterparties, groups of related counterparties and counterparties who operate in the same
business or are located in the same geographical
area (Altman and Saunders, 1997);
i interest rate risk on banking book: risk resulting
from potential changes in interest rate (Madura
and Zarruk, 1995);
i liquidity risk: risk of not being able to meet
payment commitments due to both funding li67
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quidity risks and market liquidity risks (Gatev
and Strahan, 2006);
residual risk: risk that the techniques for the
mitigation of credit risks used by the bank will
be less effective than expected (Kambhu and
Rodrigues, 2007);
securitization risk: risk that the economic substance of a securitization will not be fully reflected
in decisions regarding risk measurement and management (Maddaloni and Peydrò, 2010);
strategic risk: risk of a downturn in earnings or
capital arising from changes in the operating
context, adverse business decisions or poor reactions to changes in the competitive context
(Doff, 2008);
reputational risk: risk of a downturn in earnings
or capital arising from a negative opinion of the
bank by clients, counterparties, shareholders, investors or supervisory authorities (Walter, 2006).

Nevertheless, this list is not exhaustive: the banks
are the ‘owners’ and protagonists of their risk identification and management processes. Consequently,
each bank, on the basis of prudent assessment, must
identify any further risk factors connected to their
activities. What other risks are currently identified
by supervised banks in Italy? How often do they
arise in the whole Italian banking system? Is there a
uniform language for the identification of Pillar II
risks? Are there different interpretations between
banks of different legal categories or sizes? After
setting out the sample and methodology used for
analysis, this study will attempt to reply to these
questions in the second section.
The third section will attempt to assess how many
and which risks entail the adoption of quantitative
methods in order to calculate how much internal
capital is sufficient to set against them, and how
many and which risks are better suited to a qualitative approach for their evaluation.
International literature maintains that the main innovation in risk management is the gradual extension
of quantitative measurements to all risk categories,
in addition to the qualitative indicators (Fabozzi,
Mann and Choudhry, 2003; Saita, 2004; Borio and
Tsatsaronis, 2005; Thoraval, 2006; Resti and Sironi,
2007; Fiordelisi et al., 2011). For example, for reputational risk literature proposes quantitative measurement methods, such as the intellectual capital
approach, the accounting approach, the marketing
approach and the market-based approach (Gabbi,
2004; De Fontnouvelle and Perry, 2005; Fiordelisi
et al., 2012). Nevertheless, banks usually calculate
economic capital with respect to risks that are closer to
Pillar I risks (concentration risk, interest rate risk on
the banking book). As for liquidity risk, there is no
clear connection with economic capital, just as the use
of qualitative approaches prevails for the estimation of
68

strategic, residual and reputational risk (Italian Banking Association, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2007; Doff
R., 2008). The goal of the third section is to verify the
current state of Pillar II risk measuring methods in the
Italian banking system. How many and which risks are
measured by quantitative type methods?
The study will proceed with in-depth examination of
the banks – distinguishing them on the basis of their
relative legal category and size.
A certain dissimilarity in behavior between banks is
expected, bearing in mind that the same supervisory
regulations, in defining the Supervisory Review
Process, conforms to the principle of proportionality
(‘corporate governance systems, risk management
processes, internal audit mechanisms and those to
calculate the adequate internal capital must be proportionate to the characteristics, size and complexity
of the bank’s activity’) (Bank of Italy, 2006).
Despite this principle, banks have the option to adhere to the discipline developed for the class above.
The paper proposes to examine how widespread
practices other than those ‘minimal’ standard procedures outlined by supervisory regulations really are.
The final section of the paper will summarize the
results obtained from these analyses and raise some
issues for further research.
1. Sample and method
The sample used in the analyses consists of supervised Italian banks, with the sole exclusion of
smaller banks and branches of foreign banks. The
sample is composed of 148 financial institutions.
Information on the taxonomy of Pillar II risks and
the methods used to estimate them was obtained
from the Public Disclosures that these banks are
obliged to publish at least once a year, in accordance
with Basel Pillar III.
These reports are often presented in ‘consolidated’
form. In fact, the supervisory regulations are applied
individually only to companies that do not belong to
banking groups. They are instead applied on a consolidated basis to banking groups, with the exception of those controlled by a European holding company, when their total assets amount to less than 10
billion Euros. Under this provision, the number of
documents subject to analysis is 71, representative
of the 148 banks that constitute the original sample1.
Each banking group was assigned the legal category
and size class of the holding company, or of the
largest bank within the group.

1

The documents refer to December 31, 2010. Of these, two documents,
from banks controlled by a European holding company, do not include
complete disclosures.
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On the basis of this approach, the reports refer to 40
public limited companies (commercial banks), 17
popular banks and 14 cooperative banks. As for the
size categories, the sample examined is structured
around the following categories: the biggest banks
(4), large- (4), medium- (8), small-sized (55) banks.
2. The results: Pillar II risk identification
As for the seven Pillar II risks outlined by the supervisory regulations, interventions from the Authority have definitely contributed to justifying the
relevant definition.
The greatest dissimilarities in terms of language
apply to reputational risk and strategic risk.
In particular, with regard to the first, certain differences related to the stakeholders cited in the definition can
be highlighted. As previously underlined, the supervisory regulation refers to the negative opinion of the
bank’s image from the five specific categories of
stakeholder: clients, counterparties, bank shareholders,
investors and supervisory authorities. Yet upon reading the documents provided by the banks, wider references often emerge. In particular, fifteen of the financial institutions examined define reputational risk as
the risk of downturn in earnings or capital arising from
a negative opinion of the bank by stakeholders in general, or any subject that the bank has a relationship
with. This approach is especially typical of cooperative
banks. Other financial institutions provide a precise list
of the stakeholders connected to reputational risk,
adding categories to those identified by the Bank of
Italy: four banks also list human resources/employees,
two organizations name the local communities/the
relevant socio-economic community, two other financial institutions mention the suppliers and finally one
bank includes the media in the list of the relevant
stakeholders when it comes to reputational risk.
When dealing with strategic risk, some financial
institutions break it down into sub-categories; these
sub-categories might, for other banks, be considered
as separate risks, distinct from strategic risk. For
example, according to a broad meaning of strategic
risk, this includes:
i business or commercial risk: risk connected to
the volatility of volumes and margins, generally
due to changes in the competitive context, client
behavior or technological development;
i strategic risk in the strictest sense: risk of extreme discontinuity in managerial variables due
to errors in the implementation of the strategic
plan or inadequate responses to changes in the
competitive context, also due to incorrect investment decisions;
i regulatory risk: risk that changes in the legislative framework might threaten the competitive
position of the bank;

i “way out” risk, in relation to the shares in unlisted companies held in portfolio: risk connected to the possibility of incurring losses due
to the difficulty in disinvestment.
One of the banks included in the sample also specifies the inclusion of country risk under strategic
risk, ascribable to the following two cases in point:
i economic risk: risk that the macro-economic
downturn of a country might lead to a contraction in the bank’s profitability;
i political risk: risk that domestic political events
can affect the investment returns of a foreign
branch of the group (nationalization, limitations
on the money transfers out of the country, etc.).
The most widely accepted definition, as stated in
nine Public Disclosures, subdivides strategic risk
into the two following components:
i business risk, arising from factors external to
the organization, such as changes in the customers behavior, competition, prices, technological
innovation, taxation and regulations;
i pure strategic risk, arising from adverse or ineffective business decisions, or their improper implementation. This risk is connected to phenomena of extreme corporate discontinuity linked,
for example, to entering new markets or the
adoption of radically new operating choices
(staff contracts, compensation policies, opening/closure of branches, outsourcing, specialization/diversification, etc.).
As will be explained more clearly in the next section, the need to distinguish between the two components of strategic risk comes not only from managerial reasons, but also from causes connected to the
diverse measurement techniques that can be applied
to the two risk configurations.
For example, one of the biggest Italian banking group
states: ‘pure strategic risk is the component that does
not require capital charge; the second component of
strategic risk is more directly related to business risk
(...). This component, in addition to corporate governance systems and internal audit mechanisms, is
tackled by an adequate internal capital’.
The difference in the techniques for managing and
measuring the two components of strategic risk has
led eight of the banks from the sample to consider
business risk a category of its own, separate from
strategic risk.
The other types of risk included by some financial
institutions in their own Risk Map, in addition to
the minimal ones, can be broken down into three
categories:
i financial investment risks;
69
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r
i risks coonnected to failure to coomply with rules
and reguulations;
i risks coonnected to particular
p
actiivities perforrmed
by the bank/banking
b
g group.
This classifi
fication stemss from the need
n
for bankks to
perform a seelf-assessmennt of the riskss they are expposed
to on a verttical basis (aall risks relatted to the ovverall
banking struucture, abovee and below thhe line), and on a
horizontal basis
b
(all riskss relating to the
t different busib
ness lines annd the group’s legal entitiees).
The following can be included under financiaal investment rissks:
i investm
ment risk: thee risk of lossses arising from
f
the porttfolio of finaancial investtment in com
mpanies thaat do not belong to the group
g
and aree not
included in the traading book. This risk iss referred too by nine of the banks annalyzed.
i real estaate risk: the risk of losses deriving from
f
fluctuattions in the value
v
of the real
r estate poortfolio ownned by the baank/group, orr rather, from
m the
reductioon in revenuues this geneerates, depennding
on the general trennd of the reaal estate maarket.
This riskk is cited by ten of the baanks analyzedd.
i goodwiill risk: currrent or prosppective risk that
the valuue of goodw
will recognizeed in the ballance
sheet is more than the
t value thaat can actuallly be
realizedd. This risk iss explicitly cited
c
by onlyy one
of the banks
b
from thhe sample.

allocated
a
aree not sufficiient to meet guaranteed
benefits
b
due to unforeseeeable demographic dynamics
n
(so--called actuaarial risk) and/or that
there
t
are inssufficient retturns on thee assets that
these
t
contribbutions weree invested in
n (so-called
financial
f
riskk), with conssequent addiitional costs
on
o the bank. This risk waas only inclu
uded by one
of
o the banks in the samplle.
Overrall, in additiion to the thrree Pillar I riisks, regulationss indicate a further
f
sevenn risks to be subjected
s
to
exam
mination in Pillar
P
II. Withh regard to th
hese, analysis of
o the Risk Maps
M
from IItalian bankss has shown
the materiality
m
o a further eeight risk caategories for
of
somee financial institutions. The total number of
riskss deemed too be materiaal in the oveerall Italian
finan
ncial system stands at eigghteen.
The figure below
w indicates the frequenccy distribution of the bankss analyzed, oon the basis of
o the number of
o risks they consider to bbe material1.

The followiing can be inncluded amonng the risks connected to faiilure to compply with rules and regulatioons:

Sourcce: Processing of
o data publisheed in Pillar III Public Disclosures,, 31/12/10.

i compliaance risk: as described inn the superviisory
measurees, this risk concerns
c
the possibility of
o incurring legal or adm
ministrative sanctions,
s
siggnificant finnancial lossess or damage to
t reputationn due
to violaations of manndatory rules (legal or reggulatory), orr rather, of seelf-regulationns (codes of conduct, diisciplinary coodes). This risk
r is deemeed to
be impoortant by 10 of
o the banks analyzed.
a
i risk of unintentionaal errors or fraud
f
in finanncial
reportinng: a risk, lissted by one of the bankss examined, related to the possibillity of incurrring
r
duue to
sanctionns, losses or damage to reputation
the discclosure of unrreliable finanncial reportinng.

Fig. 1.
1 Number of banks/banking
b
g groups by number of risks
coonsidered to bee material

Finally, thee following can be incluuded amongg the
risks conneccted to particcular activitiies performeed by
the bank/baanking group:
i insurancce risk: the risk
r regarding the uncertaainty
of certaain events annd the amouunt of insurrance
committments relating to the acctivity of thee insurancee companies that are partt of the grouup or
controllled by it. Thiis risk is inclluded in the Risk
Map of 4 banks.
t risk, invvolved in deffined
i pensionn fund risk: the
benefit pension schhemes, that the
t contributtions
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Figu
ure 1 shows how
h
not onee of the bank
ks considers
the entire
e
range of risks described abovee to be materiaal. The groupp that mentioons the high
hest number
of riisks has sixtteen rises onn its Map. On
O the other
hand
d, there are banks
b
that ddo not even consider all
the risks listed by the Suppervisory Au
uthority, as
mateerial. To be specific, 38 of the finan
ncial institutionss analyzed do
d not incluude risks derriving from
secu
uritization in their Risk M
Map, either beecause there
weree no securitiization operaations when
n the Public
Discclosures under analysis were publish
hed, or because the relatedd risk was inccluded underr credit risk.
ure 2 shows how
h
the subddivision of th
he banks by
Figu
legall categories leads us to the conclusiion that the
popu
ular banks coonsider the hhighest numb
ber of risks
from
m those descrribed above to be materrial. On the
contrrary, no cooperative bannk lists over 10 risks on
theirr Map.

1

The Risk Map for tw
wo of the banks inncluded in the sam
mple, controlled
by forreign holding com
mpanies, was not aavailable.
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on risk andd
For some risk categories (concentratio
interest rate riskk on bankingg book), the Supervisoryy
hms in orderr
Autthorities indiicate simpliffied algorith
to measure
m
them
m (Annexes B and C of Bank
B
of Italyy
Circcular 263/06,, Title III, Chhapter 1).

Source: Proceessing of data published
p
in Pilllar III Public DiscloD
sures, 31/12/110.
Fig. 2. Perceentage of bank
ks/banking grooups (distinguisshing
them on the basis of th
heir legal categgory) by numbeer
of risks consiidered to be material

When the financial insstitutions aree divided by size,
it emerges that the biiggest and large-sized
l
b
banks
identify thee widest rangge of materiaal risks, as shhown
in Figure 3.

Source: Proceessing of data published
p
in Pilllar III Public DiscloD
sures, 31/12/110.
Fig. 3. Perceentage of bank
ks/banking grooups (distinguisshing
them on the basiss of their size) by
b number
of risks consiidered to be material

2. The resu
ults: Pillar III risk measu
urement
In this secttion, the term
m ‘quantifieed’ risks refeers to
the risks foor which bannks can calcculate the intternal
capital (or economic caapital) required to face them.
t
By conseqquence, liquiidity risk iss not defineed as
quantifiable, despite the
t
Superviisory Authoorities
having proovided the banks withh methodoloogical
elements to
t calculate quantitativve indicatorss for
measuring the banks liqquidity positiion.
Non-quantiifiable risks represent thoose risk typees for
which, as no solid annd shared methods
m
havee yet
been used for the calcuulation of thhe related intternal
r
capital, noo capital chaarge is calcuulated, but rather
appropriatee mechanism
ms of controol and mitiggation
are put in place.
p
The Superrvisory Authhorities statee that the banks
b
themselvess must definee for which types
t
of risk, other than creedit, markett and operattional risks, it is
advisable to
t adopt quanntitative metthods to calcculate
internal caapital, defining criteria inspired byy the
principle off proportionaality.

Anaalysis of the contents
c
of tthe latest Pilllar III Publicc
Discclosures provvided by Itallian financial institutionss
show
ws how all the
t banks, off any size and legal cate-gory
y, use a quanntitative metthod, to vary
ying degreess
of sophistication
s
n, to measurre credit, maarket, opera-tion
nal, concentraation and innterest rate riisks on theirr
bank
king book.
Thee other risk categories
c
iddentified by the
t Supervi-sory
y Authoritiess are treated bby the bankss analyzed ass
‘non
n-quantifiablle’ risks. M
More specificcally, no fi-nanccial institutioon quantifies economic capital withh
resp
pect to liquiddity risk, repputational riisk and puree
strattegic risk.
Thee managemennt of such riisks requiress on the onee
hand
d the definitioon of adequatte organizatio
onal mechan-ismss with respecct to a varietyy of events th
hat may gen-eratee risk, and, on
o the other hand, qualittative assess-men
nt in order too direct attem
mpts at mitig
gation of thee
risk itself. Quaalitative assessment usu
ually occurss
ough the use of specific sccorecards, geenerally com-thro
pleteed by the different suubjects involved in thee
proccesses where risks may bee generated. These score-card
ds are intendeed to identifyy, by means of
o qualitativee
tech
hniques, the potential
p
leveel of risk and
d the relevantt
conttrol mechanissms. For exam
mple, as for strategic
s
risk,,
som
me banks havve a judgemeental scorecaard, using ann
apprroach that enntails attributting a frequeency and im-pactt rating to eveery risk eventt. As for repu
utational risk,,
desp
pite literaturee on the matt
tter providing
g methods too
meaasure corporaate reputation in a quantitaative way, nott
a sin
ngle bank haas yet to use these modells in order too
calcculate internaal capital. T
The smaller banks
b
reportt
diffi
ficulties in thee application of qualitative assessmentt
tech
hniques, baseed on the ressults of questionnaires orr
interrviews condducted with one or more corporatee
stak
keholders.
Whiile some of the risks sppecifically identified byy
the Supervisoryy Authoritiess are not co
onsidered inn
the calculation of the bankks’ economicc capital, fi-nanccial institutions have soometimes ideentified spe-cificc models forr measuring the other riisks that aree
not expressly regulated. In pparticular, bu
usiness risks,,
finaancial investtment risks and insurance risks aree
typiically included among thhe risks for which inter-nal capital is callculated.
ugh the mostt
As revealed by the figure bbelow, althou
important quota of the financial institution
ns only quan-tifiees the five riskk categories ffor which thee Supervisoryy
Auth
horities provvide specific measuremen
nt algorithms,,
bank
ks that includde a much w
wider range of risks in thee
71
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calculation of their economic capital do stand out, up
to a maximum of eleven risk categories.

of suitable mechanisms of control and mitigation of
the risks themselves.
Which banks/banking groups have the widest range
of risks estimated with quantitative methods?

Source: Processing of data published in Pillar III Public Disclosures, 31/12/10.

The following Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution
of the banks, subdivided by legal category and size,
on the basis of the number of risks included in the
calculation of economic capital. As we can deduce
from the figures, the banks with the higher number
of ‘quantified’ risks are the large-sized banks PLC.
On the contrary, all the cooperative banks measure
only the five risks for which the Supervisory Authorities provide simplified estimate algorithms.

Fig. 4. Number of banks/banking groups by number of
‘quantified’ risks

In particular, six banking groups measure business
risk, five investment risks, four real estate risks and
two insurance risks.
As for financial investment risk (investment risk and
real estate risk), the estimation model adopted is
based on measurement of the variability of the expected loss connected to each type of risk. The VaR
(Value at Risk) method is therefore applied in order
to calculate the maximum potential loss, considered
according to approaches that may differ with reference to time horizons and levels of confidence defined within each bank.
On the other hand, the measurement model adopted
for business risk is different, for which the corresponding risk capital is estimated on the basis of
Earning at Risk (EaR) measurements. The EaR type
method adopted by the financial institutions, typically parametric, allows the estimation of potential losses
through the application of specific coefficients to economic margins, calculated on the basis of historical
analysis of the volatility of the income components
used in the estimate. Among the business risk measurement models described in the Pillar III Public Disclosures, differences emerge connected to the income
component that is deemed to be volatile (intermediation margin or other operating results). Sometimes, for
particular financial items, a simpler approach than the
Earning at Risk method is adopted. For example, a
banking group belonging to the sample calculates risk
capital as equivalent to the value of performance
commissions booked over the last year.
Finally, to estimate insurance risk, the VIF (Value
of in Force Business) method is used, estimating the
probability that the value of insurance activity over
time may deteriorate.
For all the risk categories examined, it is necessary
to underline that the capital charge calculated is
complementary and is no substitute for the provision
72

Source: Processing of data published in Pillar III Public Disclosures, 31/12/10.
Fig 5. Percentage of banks/banking groups (distinguishing
them on the basis of their legal category) by number
of ‘quantified’ risks

Source: Processing of data published in Pillar III Public Disclosures, 31/12/10.
Fig. 6. Percentage of banks/banking groups (distinguishing
them on the basis of their size) by number
of ‘quantified’ risks

As for the number of risks identified, it was underlined how the banks with the widest range were not
the biggest, but the large Popular Banks. On the
other hand, in terms of the application of risk measurement techniques, the principle of proportionality
is complied with in a stricter way.
Conclusions
The banks define strategies and prepare instruments
and procedures to calculate the capital that they
deem to be suitable, by amount and composition, for
permanent coverage of all the risks to which they
are, or might be, exposed.
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The taxonomy of Pillar II risks is common for the
risk categories defined by the Supervisory Authorities: concentration risk, interest rate risk on banking
book, liquidity risk, residual risk, securitization risk,
strategic risk and reputational risk. Regulators enforced standards in risk management, for Pillar II
risks too. This has created the long missing international financial language that can be understood by
all market participants, improving not only the
communication between banks and regulators, but
also inside the banking sector and the investor
community.

financial institution quantifies economic capital
against liquidity risk, reputational risk or pure strategic risk.

Nevertheless, the banks are the ‘owners’ and protagonists of their risk identification and management
processes. Each bank, on the basis of prudent assessment, must identify any further risk factors connected to its activities. The paper shows how there
are significant differences with reference to nonregulated risks, such as business risk, investment
risk, real estate risk, goodwill risk, compliance risk,
the risk of errors or fraud in financial reporting,
insurance risk and pension fund risk.

With regard to the number of risks identified, the
analysis showed how the banks with the widest
range were not the biggest, as for the methods of
measurement the principle of proportionality is
complied with in a stricter way.

The analysis of Pillar III Public Disclosures indicates that the largest Risk Map in the Italian banking
system includes sixteen different risk categories.
This Risk Map belong to a large popular bank. No
cooperative bank lists over ten risks on their Map.
Among the risks not explicitly defined by the
regulations, the most commonly cited is business
risk, connected to changes in client behavior or
operating context. Currently, there are eight banks
that deem it to be a material risk, considering it
separate from strategic risk, and six include it in
their internal capital calculation. Economic capital
is used by these banks as business-risk mitigant
albeit not the only one. Despite the amount of
economic capital that financial institutions hold to
cover business risk, it has received little attention
in literature.
The quantification of Pillar II risks is generally limited to risks for which the Supervisory Authorities
propose specific calculation algorithms (credit risk,
market risk, operational risk, concentration risk and
interest rate risk) and it is sometimes extended to
residual risk and securitization risk. But no Italian

Only the biggest banks include other risks in the
calculation of their internal capital, such as business,
investment, real estate or insurance risk.
The banks with the higher number of ‘quantified’
risks are the large-sized banks (PLC). On the contrary, all the cooperative banks measure only the
five risks for which the Supervisory Authorities
provide simplified estimate algorithms.

There is not, therefore, a strong direct relationship
between number of risks considered to be relevant
and number of quantified risks.
Some of the largest banks do not cite risks considered to be relevant by banks of medium-large size.
This can means that some of the companies sampled
are not providing a complete picture of the risks
they face. In banks, in fact, one of the principal
driver affecting levels of risk is company size and
complexity.
On the other hand, the results achieved show how
some banks are not able to calculate how much internal capital is necessary to set against a significant
number of risks considered to be material.
Further development in the risks controlled by the
banks is expected, as well as refinement of the quantitative measurements for the estimate of Pillar II
risks. The Supervisory Review Process is not characterized by a sole objective of compliance with
supervisory regulations, but shows significant effects on managerial and strategic policies. In fact,
the planning of the economic capital of a bank will
increasingly influence its operational and strategic
choices, forming the basis for the adjusted measurement of risk of individual transactions, business
or organizational units, as well as for the definition
of strategic plans and assessment of the efficiency of
extraordinary operations.
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